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---------------------------------------------------- collabREate is used to create a
collaborative reverse engineering
project collabREate Overview:
------------------------ collabREate can
run on multiple independent
machines/computers, on a single
machine (as long as those machines can
talk to each other via a network). A
single machine can have 1 collabREate
server running on it, or multiple
collabREate servers can be used and
each server can handle one or more
instances of the IDA Pro client plugin.
How to Use it:
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------------------------------- 1) You can
run collabREate on your own computer
(i.e. in the network with your other
computers) and then you can use the
collabREate Server GUI to design your
collaborative reverse engineering
session. On the collabREate Server
GUI, you can include multiple client
plugins that have the same IDA Pro
project file opened in them. You can
also include custom python scripts in
the list of plugins. The collabREate
Server will take care of the
workflow/recording process for you.
That is, as long as you don't mess with
the server's settings, or add/remove
collabREate plugins, the workflow and
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recording part of the collabREate
process is taken care of by collabREate.
After you are finished with the
collabREate workflow, you can replay
the session and your IDA Pro clients
will automatically connect to the server
and re-open the same project file. 2) If
you run multiple collabREate Server
machines on your local network (i.e.
your computer), but you have the client
software installed on each of those
collabREate Server machines, you can
still setup collabREate sessions between
the different collabREate Server
machines. 3) If you have the
collabREate client installed on your
laptop, you can create a collabREate
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session between your laptop and one of
the collabREate Server machines that
are running on your local network. This
means, you can have your laptop open
up the same project file simultaneously
with two different computers on your
network. 4) If you don't have the client
software installed on your laptop, or
you don't have a collabREate server
running on your network, you cannot
use the collabREate server. You can
still do the following, though. - If you
have a computer that is running on the
internet that has access
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collabREate is designed to offer a
powerful collaborative reverse
engineering framework to provide the
ability to run multiple IDA instances on
a single network file (or local machine).
collabREate Build Notes: Version 1.0.3
released on 2014-05-18 Fixed issue
with saving files with 0 byte on nonEnglish systems (issue #77) Version
1.0.2 released on 2014-05-16
Collaborative reverse engineering is
now using a generic DB storage
backend Collaborative reverse
engineering now supports password
protected files Collaborative reverse
engineering now has a fully functional
CLI tool Version 1.0.1 released on
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2014-05-11 Fixed issue of collabREate
logging into postresql Version 1.0.0
released on 2014-05-04 The original
purpose of this software was to offer a
lightweight remote reverse engineering
tool for IDA users. collabREate is now
a collaborative reverse engineering tool
that offers many features of its own.
collabREate Feature List: A distributed
collaborative reverse engineering
framework. Run multiple instances of
IDA on a single network file or local
machine. Reverse engineering
operations are managed using predesigned actions. Enables remote access
via a fully functional GUI client and
CLI tool. Collaborative file access via
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Windows sharing (LAN only).
Collaborative symbolication using
postresql, mysql or proprietary DB
storage. Collaborative reverse
engineering related commands.
Collaborative reverse engineering bug
report system (ticket system).
Collaborative reverse engineering multi
file management (see main README
for more information). Collaborative
reverse engineering file management
(currently supports hexedit and
BinaryPlus files). Collaborative reverse
engineering can be used for malware
analysis and malware research. Co-op
reverse engineering games (see main
README for more information). Free
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30 day trial. Prerequisites: collabREate
is designed to work on any platform
that is supported by IDA. collabREate
will only work on Windows systems.
Issue Tracker: To create an issue using
the collaboration issue tracker system
please refer to the README and
Documentation section. Example
Plugin: Take a look at the plugin to see
09e8f5149f
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collabREate is a plugin for reversing
multiple IDA files at once. key
features: * Full integration with IDA
PRO (stand-alone from now on!) *
collaborative reverse engineering * twoway synchronization (reversed data are
pushed back) * database saving on the
server * zero-deployment * multiple
files support collaborative reverse
engineering allows the user to reverse
several binary files at once. It means
that all the users are synchronized on
the same reversing process and data can
be shared between them. collabREate
Architecture: collabREate Architecture:
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collabREate Architecture: The plugin is
multi-platform. It supports Windows,
Linux, and MacOS X. Regarding the
available plugins, collabREate is
released under the GNU General Public
License v3. Download:End-of-life
wishes and care in the home: residents'
preferences and adherence. This study
compares preferences for place of
death and terminal care in various
settings of home care, with measures of
adherence to preferences. Crosssectional study of a sample of residents
from the Los Angeles home-care
agency. The agency in Southern
California provides care for more than
3,500 elderly, disabled, and chronically
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ill people per year, according to
separate random samples of home
residents (eligible patients) who were
identified each month. Of the 1,215
home residents surveyed, 1,161 (96%)
completed a 15-item preference
questionnaire; 45% chose home, 24%
chose hospital, and 21% chose longterm care. Twenty percent were allowed
to die at home. Eighty-two percent of
residents who were allowed to die at
home did so. Seventy-seven percent of
people who wanted to die at home did
so, and 14% of those who did not want
to die there left and went to the
hospital. Fifty-three percent of
residents who wanted to die at home
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were accepted in the decision-to-die
home, while 49% were refused. Eightyseven percent of the residents who were
allowed to die at home died within a
week. Ninety-four percent of residents
who knew they were dying would want
to die at home, and 63% of those who
did not know were ready to die at
home. Seventy-five percent of the
residents who preferred home care
found home care difficult or impossible
to get. Twenty-two percent of those
who preferred home care but did not
want to die
What's New In?
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----------------------------- ... you are
interested in a alternative way of
collaborating on reversing tasks.
collabREate can be used to: - Share
information across multiple users
working on the same binary file - Open
an in-depth technical discussion about
reversing tasks - Offer a collaborative
work environment Installation and
usage: -------------- collabREate was
made to work with the easiest reverse
engineering platforms available. Linux:
``` sudo apt-get install postgresql-client
dpkg -i postgresqlclient_9.6.1-1ubuntu2_amd64.deb sudo
su psql postgres -c "create user idana"
psql postgres -c "create database test"
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psql postgres -c "psql -U idana -d test -c
"drop table if exists products" "" psql
postgres -c "create table products (id
int,type varchar(255),code
varchar(255),name varchar(255));" psql
postgres -c "select * from products;"
psql postgres -c "alter table products
add constraint
products_type_code_default
unique(code);" psql postgres -c "select *
from products;" sudo su su - postgres
psql -U idana postgres psql -c "drop
table if exists products" test psql -U
idana test -d test -c "create table
products (id int, type varchar(255),
code varchar(255), name
varchar(255));" psql -U idana test -d
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test -c "select * from products;" psql -U
idana test -d test -c "alter table products
add constraint
products_type_code_default
unique(code);" psql -U idana test -d test
-c "select * from products;" ```
Windows: ``` run as admin get latest
postresql extract zip run installer run as
admin psql -c "CREATE DATABASE
test;" psql -c "CREATE TABLE
products (id int
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System Requirements:

Minimum Specifications: CPU: Intel
Core i3 (2.6 GHz) or better RAM: 4
GB of RAM Graphics: Intel HD
Graphics 4000 OS: Windows XP
Service Pack 3 or higher
Recommended Specifications: CPU:
Intel Core i5 (2.6 GHz) or better RAM:
8 GB of RAM Graphics: Intel HD
Graphics 5000 (Intel only.) Tutorial
Videos: Achieve
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